Digest #373
SVBJ reports how Jane Technologies has found a clear sweet
spot amid the pandemic. We've written about Jane and founder
Socrates Rosenfeld many times over the years, and (hopefully)
you recall that Jane Tech offers an e-commerce platform for
cannabis businesses. As well, listen to a second Jane-related
article -- a podcast interview with Socrates.
"The Brigades" are turning SIXTEEN. (Ie: Cloud, Launch, etc.)
To help them celebrate, we have three Brigade-related articles
this week. One about this milestone, a second about a new
partnership, and the third, a customer story about the nonprofit MAPS (Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic
Studies).
As usual, there's more. Scroll down and start reading!
Sara Isenberg
Founder, Publisher, Editor-in-Chief
Santa Cruz Tech Beat
http://santacruztechbeat.com
PS: Want to stay on top of the news each week without waiting
for this digest? Follow us on Facebook , Instagram, and
Twitter.
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